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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Waterjet Crema Marfil And Light Emperador Marble Flower Mosaic Tile

Short Description:Wanpo specializes in different kinds

of natural marble products and is good at combining

marble stones with various styles of stone mosaic

tiles. With advanced waterjet technology,

flower-style mosaic tiles are a mature product series.

Model No.: WPM392

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Cream & Brown

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The water jet cut marble mosaic is cutting marble small tiles into small pieces with a wither

knife and splicing the tiles together according to specific graphics. And it requires a higher

standard knife for high-standard complicated graphics and a cleaner and uniform work

environment. The sunflower marble mosaic tile is a popular and common waterjet pattern in

the mosaic market and this pattern is preferred by many wholesales, homeowners, and

interior designers. This sunflower mosaic tile pattern is made of two natural marble: Cream
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Marfil Marble and Light Emperador Marble, which are ordinary marble items in the stone

market, and we hope you will like this color and this product.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Waterjet Crema Marfil And Light Emperador Marble Flower Mosaic Tile

Model No.: WPM392

Pattern: Waterjet Flower

Color: Cream & Brown

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Cream Marfil Marble, Emperador Light Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Tile-size: 325x290mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM392

Color: Cream & Brown

Marble Name: Crema Marfil Marble, Emperador Light Marble

Model No.: WPM124

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM291

Color: Grey & White

Marble Name: Saint Laurant Marble, Crystal White Marble

Model No.: WPM295

Color: Grey

Marble Name: White Wooden Marble, Grey Wooden Marble



Product Application

The sunflower has an aesthetic nature as a plant, it will gain the same effectiveness when this flower

style is covered on a small wall or even outdoor decorative pools or small fountain, therefore, this

product of Waterjet Crema Marfil And Light Emperador Marble Flower Mosaic Tile is available for both

interior and exterior wall and floor decoration. Decorative stone wall tiles, stone mosaic floor tiles,

decorative mosaic tile backsplash, and even a small area of the wall, will gain a plentiful visual feeling.

Except that the mosaic particles are produced by machines, other processes are all handmade. And our

employees are trained well before entering the production line, we are specialized in providing the

highest standard products to our clients.

FAQ

Q: What is your minimum quantity?

A: The minimum quantity of this product is 100 square meters (1000 square feet)

Q: What is marble mosaic tile?

A: Marble mosaic tile is a natural stone tile matted with various types of marble chips which are cut by

professional machines.

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are

no two absolute same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please be noted this.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.


